
June 30, 1997 

Dear Harold: 

Thanks for the advice on my speech. I have proposed to Legal Aid we 
do a fundraisor. My thinking is to "try it out in Peoria" by doing 
a smaller talk before a smaller audience.- Before Legal Aid. 

Got your letter today. Hope you are feeling well. All I can tell you 
is keep a positive attitude. Guess that is a lot easier when you 
are 43 like I am. 

My healthy brother John worked for Habitat. Larry is still walking with: 
a cane. I have begged him to go to the Mayo Clinic. I sent away 
for a video, they have one in Jacksonville, Florida. Money is no 
problem, but being pig headed is. Another friend of ours saw the 
video and went to Mayo, and he was very happy with their advice. The 
Louisville,KY doctors had given him 6 months to live, and after 
3 months, he started to get nervous! But I wish Larry would go. 

One thing I have seen over and over in Worker's 'Comp and personal 
injury cases is that the injured worker plateaus at a lower level 
than you would want. Some time it is physical, and other times it is 
because being injured fills some psychic need, like the desire 
to take early retirement. I know it sounds cruel, but it- is true, just 
like like getting disability is almost a game in Eastern Kentucky. 
That is one reason Eastern and rural Kentucky has one of the highest 
levels of prescription drug over use. They just want"pills". 
The injured worker gets into his little comfort zone, gets disability 
money in a lot of cases, and doesn't want to go back to work, where 
he would have to work hard or possibly be fired. 

So; my advice is to go to Mayo for Larry, but'he refuses. Mayo saveithe 
life of another friend of mine, rare liver disorder. He was a missionary 
in Quito, Ecuador..Has since moved back here. 

I enclose a copule of articles. My typewriter seems to have a mind of its 
own today. k The Black Entertainment Net has a program on Dr. King's 
death tonite, I'll try to record it. Get Dad to do it, since I am 
too cheap to get cable. Plus, all I would do is watch auto racing! 

There has been, to me, an amazing lack of interest in Dexter King 
saying that LBJ was behind the death of his father. Little press. 
LBJ is sort of a black hero,sad that King would not listen to you. 
We live in a country that seems to prefer not to look at the 
evidence. To paraphrase Huey Long, "Every man an expert!" 

On a lighter note, a Colonel Corso, who worked in the Pentagon, 
has a book out that states we have captured flying saucers, 
that computer chips were from alien technology, he has seen 
aliens=dead- and that they also have time machines! Well, I dont 
know about that! 

I copied Leon Davidson's book on Project Blue Book whne I was at 
your house once. It lists the 12 cases where the Air.,  Force could 
not ID the cause. Left out names, states but ne exam• 	as seen so 
clearly that they could see the skin of the 	was", 


